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Summary
In this thesis, we propose several methods to analyze the statistical characteristics
of real capital markets, and propose a simple stochastic model to simulate the real
capital markets.
Firstly, we study the unconditional return distributions for real stock markets by
Histogram-method and Adaptive-kernel method. Then we check whether it can be
described by the normal distribution or not. In addition, volatilities of stock returns
with respect to different time intervals and probability of returning to origin will be
studied to explore the differences between the time series of real stock prices and
that of a random walk.
Secondly, the concept of fractal time series will be introduced to describe the
“shape” of real capital markets. Hurst exponent method is one of the most efficient
methods to measure correlations in capital market data. This method, originally
developed by hydrologist Hurst, has broad applications with few assumptions. In
addition, we also employ two new methods, using conditional return distribution




Finally, according to the characteristics of real market data obtained in our
empirical studies, we construct a simple intuitive stochastic model incorporating
the features of short-term trend, trend reversal, and long-term volatility correlation
and compare the results from the model with the real data, as well as with that of the
GARCH(1,1) model. The main assumptions of this model are that price dynamics
is stochastic and the magnitudes of changes are correlated. By investigating the
properties of the simulated data using the same methods employed in analyzing real
data, we find that this simple model is excellent in describing the market data. We
hope it will also help to shed light on the development of microscopic models from
financial markets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Pioneering work in financial theory
Finance is now a rapidly expanding field of science. Besides economists, mathemati-
cians, statisticians, physicists and computational scientists have dedicated them-
selves to this fascinating and challenging field.
Surprisingly, financial theory has a relative short history in economics. In the
early stage, ideas about financial markets were largely intuitive, mostly formulated
by practitioners. Until 1900, the Pioneering theoretical work was performed by
French mathematician Louis Bachelier[1], who presented his Ph.D thesis entitled
theorie de la speculation. He determined the probability of price change by writ-
ing down what is now called the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and recognized
that what is now called a Wiener process satisfies the diffusion equation. He first
stated and tested the random walk model. But in some ways, Bachelier’s thesis
lacked rigorous mathematical deduction and economic interpretation. Especially,
the determination of a Gaussian distribution for the price changes was not suffi-
ciently motivated. In economic side, Bachelier investigated price changes, whereas
economists always deal with changes of logarithm of price.
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After that, further studies were continued by Holbrook Working(1934)[58], Al-
fred Cowles (1933, 1937)[59][60] and Maurice G.Kendall (1953). From their studies,
it seems that there is no correlation between successive price changes on asset mar-
kets. But the Working-Cowles-Kendall empirical finding were refused by economists,
who strongly argued that prices are determined by “forces of supply and demand”,
which implies that prices changes should move in particular direction towards mar-
ket clearing but not move randomly. However, it is interesting that Clive Granger
and Oskar Morgenstern(1963)[65] and Eugene F.Fama (1965, 1970)[3][2], came up
with the same randomness result by using the high-powered time series methods.
Further confirmation was presented by Paul A. Samuelson(1965) [61] and Benoit
Mandelbrot (1966)[62], who thus posited the famous Efficient Market Hypothesis
(EMH): namely, if the markets work properly, the prices should reflect all the public
(in some version, private) information instantly, which was made famous by Eugene
Fama (1970)[2].
However, Efficient Market Hypothesis could not satisfy “Technical” traders or
“chartists” who believed that they could forecast asset prices by examining the
pattern of historical price movement. It might also annoy some fundamentalist
practitioners who argued that the idea of efficient markets rested on “information”
and “beliefs”, which in principle, ignored the possibility of speculative bubbles based
on rumor, wrong information and the “madness of crowds”. Economists (see Robert
Shiller’s (1981) critique) also put forward their doubt: namely, if all information is
already contained in prices and investors are fully rational, then nobody can profit
from transaction, and even there might not be any trade at all. These contradictory
implications of rational expectations were demonstrated by Sanford J. Grossman
and Joseph E. Stiglitz (1980)[67] and Paul Milgrom and Nancy Stokey (1982) [66].
In fact, EMH is probably one of the most resilient empirical propositions around.
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Is the market efficient or not? It does not seem to have a clearly sound theoretical
standing. Trial on EMH continues.
1.2 Econophysics
Econophysics [4]-[9]— a new direction of physics in recent ten years — discuss and
study the economic problems using the language of exact science.
As we all known, financial market is one of the most well-defined complex systems
[10]-[24]. It exhibits several properties that characterize complex systems, in which
many subunits interact nonlinearly with one another in the present of feedback. In
a financial market a large number of traders interact with one another and react
accordingly to any information available in order to determine the transaction price
of financial assets.
Physicists are wondering whether it is possible that the experience gained in
studying physical fluctuation systems might yield new results in economics [4],[25]-
[34]. During the past years, physicists have achieved important results in the field of
phase transitions, statistical methods, nonlinear dynamics, and disordered systems.
In these fields, power–laws, scaling, and unpredictable time series are presented and
the current interpretation of the underlying physics is often obtained using these
concepts. Nowadays, much recent work in econophysics is focused on understanding
the peculiar properties of price fluctuations in financial time series. Major recent
work by physicists have been concluded in a paper by H. Eugene Stanley et. al.[35]:
(1) probability distribution of stock price fluctuations decrease with increasing fluc-
tuations with a power-law tail well outside the Levy stable regime. Furthermore,
this distribution preserves its functional form for fluctuations on time scales that
differ by 3 orders of magnitude, from 1 min up to approximately 10 days. (2) While
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price fluctuations themselves have rapidly decaying correlations, the volatility esti-
mated by using either the absolute value or the square of the price fluctuations has
correlations that decay as a power-law and persist for several months. (3) Random
matrix theory is applied to understand the correlations among price fluctuations of
any two different stocks. In this thesis, I will focus on investigating the probability
distribution of stock return and the fluctuation correlations given the previous ab-
solute returns. Based on the statistical features obtained, we create a intuitive but
effective model to describe the price movement.
1.3 Outline
In this thesis, several methods will be employed to analyze the statistical proper-
ties of real capital markets. Strong correlations and non-Gaussian fluctuations are
presented, contradicting the EMH hypothesis. A simple dynamical model is con-
structed which incorporates short-time trends and trend reversals in order to reflect
the non-Gaussian behaviors found in the empirical analysis. Results show that this
simple, intuitive model works well.
The thesis include six chapters:
Chapter 2 introduces Fama’s Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and Random
Walks. Chapter 3 describes the Market anomalies, theoretical and empirical chal-
lenges to EMH. Chapter 4 contains a discussion of the correlations in financial time
series and the concept of fractal time series. And, Chapter 5 gives the construction
of the simple dynamical model and the analysis of a statistical properties measured
in the simulated data. The last chapter is the conclusion and discussion.
Chapter 2
Efficient market hypothesis(EMH)
2.1 Fama’s Efficient Market Hypothesis
An issue that is a subject of intense debate among academics and financial pro-
fessionals is the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). Efficient Market Hypothesis
states that at any given time, security prices rapidly and fully reflect all available
information (including public and private) in an unbiased way. In other words, a
market is said to be efficient if all the available information is instantly processed
when it reaches the market and it is immediately reflected in the prices of the assets
traded. In fact, as we all known, most individuals who buy and sell securities with
the expectation that the securities which they are buying are worth more than the
price they are paying. While securities which they are selling are worth less than
the selling price. Yet, if markets are efficient and current prices fully reflect all in-
formation, it is pointless to buy and sell securities in an attempt to outperform the
market.
The theoretical motivation for the efficient market hypothesis can be traced back
to Louis Bachelier’s innovative work [1]. Bachelier suggested that “The mathemat-
ical expectation of the speculator is zero” and proposed the price of the assets in a
5
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speculative market can be described as a stochastic process. He also suggested that
market returns were independent, identically distributed (IID) random variables,
which was crucial to his analysis. However, little empirical evidence was given to
support this contention. The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) was finally formal-
ized by Fama (1965a) [2], which stated that the market is a martingale, or “fair
game”. That is, information cannot be used to profit in the marketplace.
“ An ‘efficient’ market is defined as a market where there are large numbers
of rational, profit-maximizers actively competing, with each trying to predict future
market values of individual securities, and where important current information is
almost freely available to all participants. In an efficient market, competition among
the many intelligent participants leads to a situation where, at any point in time,
actual prices of individual securities already reflect the effects of information based
both on events that have already occurred and on events which, as of now, the market
expects to take place in the future. In other words, in an efficient market at any point
in time the actual price of a security will be a good estimate of its intrinsic value.”
[3]
Fama (1970) [2] made a distinction between three forms of EMH: (a) the weak
form, (b) the semi-strong form, and (c) the strong form.
• “Weak form efficiency” means that current prices fully reflect all historical
stock prices. This means that past history of price information is of no value
in assessing future changes in price. Most empirical tests indicate that the
market is very close to being weak form efficient.
• “Semi-strong form efficiency” implies that current prices fully reflect all
publicly available information. This means that you should not be able to ana-
lyze all publicly available information and determine underprice and overprice
stocks. Empirical researches show that the market is close to being semi-strong
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efficient. But there are some small, unexplained anomalies.
• “Strong form efficiency” suggests that current prices fully reflect all public
and private information. This means that you should not be able to make
abnormal returns even if you traded on insider information. Empirical studies
show evidence that the market is not strong form efficient.
Since the 1960s, a great number of empirical investigations have been devoted
to testing the efficient market hypothesis. In the great majority of the empirical
studies, the time correlation between price changes has been found to be negligi-
bly small, supporting the efficient market hypothesis. However, it was shown in
the 1980s that by using the information present in additional time series such as
earnings/price ratios, dividend yields, and term-structure variables, it is possible to
make predictions of the rate of return of a given asset on a long time scale, much
longer than a month. Thus empirical observations have challenged the stricter form
of the efficient market hypothesis. We will discuss these points in Chapter 3.
2.2 Random Walk
2.2.1 History of Random Walk in Finance
Before Albert Einstein performed the theoretical description of random walk in
natural science in 1905, Bachelier first developed a theory of Brownian motion in
his 1900 thesis in the context of stock market fluctuations.
In his dissertation, he claimed that ‘It seems that the market, the aggregate of
speculators, at a given instant, can believe in neither a market rise nor a market
fall . . . ’, ‘. . . the mathematical expectations of the buyer and the seller are zero’.
This is to say, we cannot predict the future price movement according to the past
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information of the capital market. In other words, the movement of stock price
is independent and abide by a random walk. Even now, Bachelier’s method is
used widely by many researchers and financial analysts to model market behavior,
especially stock market.
Bachelier’s revolutionary work was ignored by scientists and practitioners when
he was alive. Only after he passed away, people started paying attention to his
work. In 1905, Pearson first introduced the term “random walk”. Later further
studies were performed to test the Random Walk Hypothesis (RWH) by Holbrook
Working (1934)[58] (for a variety of price series), Alfred Cowles (1933, 1937)[59][60]
(for American stock prices) and Maurice G.Kendall (1953) (for British stock and
commodity prices). Their empirical findings confirmed the proposition of Random
Walk Hypothesis. However, the great breakthrough was due to Paul A. Samuelson
(1965)[61] and Benoit Mandelbrot (1966)[62] whose proposition supported Working-
Cowles-Kendall findings. The basic notion was simple: if price changes were not
random (and thus forecastable), then any profit-hungry arbitrageur can easily make
appropriate purchases and sales of assets to exploit this. The famous theory of
option price by Fisher Black and Myron Scholes (1973) and Robert Merton (1973)
relies basic on the theory of Brownian and Wiener process. This mathematical
model successfully described the option price, which became a benchmark of option
pricing in today’s capital market. So this model actually provides evidence that
random walk play an important role in capital market research and the application
of mathematics has big potential in financial modeling.
2.2.2 Random Walks and Efficient Markets
As I have referred to in last section, efficient markets are priced so that all public
information, both fundamental and price history, are already accounted for. Prices,
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therefore, move only when new information is received. If that is true, then today’s
change in prices is caused only by today’s unexpected news, which is unrelated to
yesterday’s news. That is to say, the returns are independent. If returns are inde-
pendent, they are random variables and follow a random walk. If sufficient number
of independent price changes are collected, the probability distribution becomes the
normal distribution.
Random walk version of the EMH, in many ways, is the most restrictive version.
Market efficiency does not necessarily imply a random walk, but a random walk
does imply market efficiency. Therefore, the assumption that returns are normally
distributed is not necessarily implied by efficient market. However, there is a very
deeply rooted assumption of independence. Most tests of the EMH also test the
random walk version. In addition, the EMH in any version says that past information
does not affect market activity, once the information is generally known. This
independence assumption between market movement lends itself first to a random
walk theory, and then to more general martingale and submartingale[63] models.
Actually not all versions of EMH assume independence assumptions. However, the
random walk version of EMH is the one generally referred to as the Efficient Market
Hypothesis, although technically it is not true.
In its pure form, the EMH does not require independence through time or ac-
cept only IID observations. However, the random walk model does require those
assumptions. If returns are random, then markets are efficient. The converse may
not be true, however. In 1973, Lorie and Hamilton (1973), in their excellent survey,
said:
The assertion that a market is efficient is vastly stronger than the assertion
that successive changes in stock prices are independent of each other. The latter
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assertion—the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis—merely says that cur-
rent prices of stocks fully reflect all that is implied by the historical sequence of
prices so that a knowledge of that sequence is of no value in forming expectations
about future prices. The assertion that the market is efficient implies that current
prices reflect and impound not only all of the implications of the historical sequence
of prices, but also all that is knowable about the companies whose stocks are being
traded . . . it suggests the fruitlessness of efforts to earn superior rates of return by
the analysis of all public information.
Actually, assuming the returns follow a random walk came first, through both
observation and the statistical analysis of returns. Scientists will complain that de-
veloping a theory to justify methods is putting a cart before the horse. If market
returns had been shown to be normally distributed, then a hypothesis and its im-
plications could have been developed. In capital market theory, the assumption of
normality and finite variance, as well as models based on those assumptions, were
developed even as empirical evidence continued to contradict theory. New methods,
including fractals and nonlinear dynamics, have been suggested, whose characteris-
tics appear to conform more closely to observed behavior.
2.2.3 One Dimensional Random Walk
Random walk is the simplest model of price fluctuations in finance. Even though
there is a long history since the first time Random walk was put forward, it is still a
quite important theory in finance which is widely used in financial industries today.
In order to understand the essential feature of random walks, several simple
properties for one dimensional random walk will be considered in this thesis[64].
We start with the simplest: one dimension random walk with a fixed step size.
A particle moves to the left and right by amount δ0 with equal probability. Suppose
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at time t = 0 the particle is at position x = 0. After n steps, the position of the
particle can be denoted as x(n), which could be written as
x(n) = x(n− 1) + ∆x (2.1)
Here ∆x takes δ0 and −δ0 with equal probability. If there’re many particles, which
start from the origin initially, and do their independent random walk, the mean
displacement at every single step will not change and will be equal to zero (2.2).
< x(n) >=< x(n− 1) >= . . . =< x(0) >= 0 (2.2)
However, each of these particles may have different distance from the origin. What
has changed is the spread of the position of the particles. It can be measured with
root-mean-square displacement
√
< x2(n) >. From (2.1) the mean-square displace-
ment < x2 > is given by
< x2(n) > = < (x(n− 1) + ∆x)2 >
= < x2(n− 1) + 2 < ∆xx(n − 1) > + < ∆x2 > (2.3)
= < x2(n− 1) > +δ20
= nδ20
The equation shows us that the average spread of the particles, the mean-square
displacement < x2(n) > increases linearly with the number of step n, while the
root-mean-square displacement increases with the square root of n. If the time for
one unit step is ∆t, then the time taken for n steps is t = n∆t, (2.3) will become
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< x2(n) >= (t/∆t)δ20 = (δ
2
0/∆t)t = 2Dt (2.4)
where D = δ20/2∆t is called the diffusion constant.
2.2.4 Binomial and Gaussian Distribution
In order to further understand the characteristics of random walk, we consider the
probability of the position of the particle after n steps. In this section, we consider
the general situation of particle moving to the right with probability p and prob-
ability to q = 1 − p the left. We want to find the probability distribution of the
position of a particle after n given steps. Suppose after n steps a particle moves k
times to the right and n-k times to the left. Then the probability distribution of





where the summation of this distribution
∑
k P (k) = (p+q)
n = 1. The first moment










|q=1−p= p∂(p + q)
n
∂p
|q=1−p = np (2.6)
similarly, the second moment can be calculated as























= np2(n− 1) + np
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= n2p2 + np(1− p)
The variance is equal to < k2 > − < k >2= np(1− p), and the standard deviation
in k is σk =
√
< k2 > − < k >2 =
√
np(1− p) = √npq. The displacement x is
x(n) = [k − (n − k)]δ0 = (2k − n)δ0. Thus the average displacement < x(n) > is
given by
< x(n) >= (2 < k > −n)δ0 = (2p− 1)nδ0 (2.8)
and from equation (2.6) and (2.7), the mean-square displacement is given by
< x2(n) > = < [(2k − n)δ0]2 >=< (4k2 − 4kn + n2)δ20 >
= [4 < k2 > −4 < k > n + n2]δ20 (2.9)
= [n2(4p2 − 4p + 1) + 4np(1− p)]δ20
= [(2p− 1)2n2 + 4npq]δ20
the standard deviation for x can be calculated as σx =
√
< x2 > − < x >2 =
√




2Dt as in the previous section.
2.2.5 Asymptotic Probability Distribution
A small particle such as protein molecule will move an enormous number of steps
every second. The step rate 1
∆t
is of the order of 1011 per second. Considering this
fact, it is useful to study the asymptotic probability for the position of a particle
in the limit of large n. For large n, we substitute Stirling approximation for the
factorials, n! ≈ (2pi)1/2(n/e)n, into equation (2.5), and we have


















(1 + k′/np)np+k′+1/2(1− k′/na)nq−k′+1/2
where a new variable k′ = k − np is the deviation of k from the mean. Consider
k′ = O(σk), so when the probability of k
′  σk is very small, then k′/n  1. We
can further expand the above expression to




−(k− < k >)2/(2σ2k)
)
(2.11)
which is in the form of a Gaussian distribution. Thus the asymptotic distribution for
the positions of particles undergoing random walk follows a Gaussian distribution.
If we write the distribution in terms of position x,
P (x)dx ≈ 1√
2piσ2x
exp− (x− < x >)2/(2σ2x)dx (2.12)
where < x >= (2p− 1)n = (2p− 1)t/∆t = υ0t is the average position of the particle
after time t and σx(t) =
√
2Dt.
In fact, a Gaussian distribution arises for any hopping process in which the
mean displacement < x > and the mean–square displacement < x2 > in a single
step of a random walk are finite. Gaussian distribution is a continuous function
which approximates the exact binomial distribution of events. It plays a central role
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in statistics because of the mathematical relationship known as the Central Limit
Theorem, which states that no matter what the shape of the original distribution,
the sampling distribution of the mean approaches a Gaussian distribution. The
independence of the probability distribution on details of the single step is a man-
ifestation of the central-limit theorem. It is like a universal hypothesis of critical
phenomena in which short-range details of a system do not affect large-scale proper-
ties. The same type of universality typifies random walks with short-range memory
and correlations. The only relevant information is that < x > and < x2 > are finite.
It turns out that all such processes can be universally described by diffusion in the











Beside finite first moment < x > and second moment < x2 >, the necessary con-
ditions for a random walk to satisfy diffusion equation are ∆t → 0 and small step
size ∆x. So the individual steps are spaced so close within a short time frame that
the changes appear almost as a continuous motion. This shows the close connection
between random walk and diffusion.
2.2.6 Probability of Returning to the Origin
Random walk theory raises many interesting mathematical problems. One of the
classic problems is to estimate the probability of a random walker first returning to
the original point. The problem is raised for the first time by Polya (1921). Here,
I just consider one dimensional lattice walk with lattice space equal to one and the
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walker moves to the left and right with equal probability.
In order to explore this problem further, two sets of probabilities rn(0) and fn(0)
will be defined. The function rn(0) is the probability of returning to the origin after




The second function fn(0) is the probability of returning to the origin for the





which is the summation of probability of return the origin on step n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
Suppose a random walker is at point j at step n. Then we try to derive the
relation between rn(j) and fn(j). This walker may not be at j for the first time as
it can be at j at step k < n. When k < n the property of translation invariance
implies that the random walker must return to the same point with probability equal





For the case of j = 0, we have








since the probability of returning to point zero at step zero r0(0) is one. Multiplying
the equation by e−nz and sum over n from one to infinity, we obtain









−nz. Thus we have F (z) =
R(z)
1+R(z)
. Given rn(0) in the limit of large n, we have for small z, R(z) ≈ R0z1/2 or
similarly F (z) ≈ 1.0− z1/2R0. This means that
fn ≈ f0/n3/2 (2.19)
or in log scale log(fn) ∝ −3/2log(n). Equation (2.19) tell us that the probability
distribution for returning to the origin for the case of pure random walk in log scale
is linear and approximately will give us a line with slope -3/2.
2.3 Log-normal distribution
Another useful distribution function in finance is log-normal distribution, which is
a standard statistical model for the expected distribution of asset return. More
technically, it assumes that the natural logarithm of relative price movements are
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normally distributed. Several properties for the log-normal distribution will be given











focusing for 〈x〉  1 on x > 0, we can define
x = ln(y), 〈x〉 = ln(y0), dx = dy
y
(2.21)
and get the log-normal distribution




















pG(x)dx = 1 (2.23)
















〈yn〉 = yn0 en
2σ2/2 (2.24)




A further quantity to characterize the location of a distribution is its median, which















or, because of the symmetry of the Gaussian distribution,
xmed = 〈x〉 = ln(y0) ⇒ ymed = y0 (2.28)
We therefore find the relative order
(ymax = y0e
−σ2) < (ymed = y0) < (〈y〉 = y0eσ2/2) (2.29)
2.4 Summary
So far, Efficient Market Hypothesis has been the central proposition in finance for
years. In the classic statement of this hypothesis, Fama (1970) considered an ef-
ficient financial market as one in which security prices fully reflect the available
information. This hypothesis was supported by enormous theoretical and empirical
evidences, particularly in 1960s and 1970s. However, growing number of evidences
were presented to refute this hypothesis especially from 1980s. Indeed, the field of
academic finance in general, and security analysis in particular, is created on the
basis of the EMH and its applications.
Random walk hypothesis in capital markets was first generated in Louis Bache-
lier’s Ph. D thesis, in which Bachelier derived the price of option where the share
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price movement is modelled by a Wiener process. After that, Black and Scholes
(1970s), modelled the share price as a stochastic process known as a Geometric
Brownian Motion (with drift), which is regarded as a benchmark in option pricing
today. The random walk hypothesis asserts that price movements will not follow any
patterns or trends and the past price movements cannot be used to predict future
price movements.
Random walk hypothesis is consistent with the weak-form EMH, in which price
changes are independent identically distributed variables. So we can say that if price
changes are random, then markets are efficient. However, the converse is not true.




The EMH became controversial especially after certain anomalies were detected in
the capital markets. Some of the main anomalies that have been identified are as
follows:
The January Effect
Some research work shows that there exist higher mean returns in January as
compared to other months. Rozeff and Kinney (1976) first uncovered this phenom-
ena by using NYSE stocks from 1904 through 1974. Later studies confirm this
discovery not only in stock market but in bond market over different countries.
Why does this happen? It is explained by the fact that the investors tend to sell
of their losing stocks towards the end of the year in order to write the losses off on
their taxes. This selling causes stocks go down near the end of the year and back
up in January when investors buy back the stocks they sold. The January effect
is supposed to have a greater effect on small-cap stocks than mid/large-cap ones.
However, this phenomena has not occured in years.
21
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The Weekend Effect (or Monday Effect)
By analyzing daily returns for stocks for the period 1953-1977, French (1980)
finds that there is a tendency for returns to be negative on Mondays whereas they
are positive on the other days of the week. He believes that these negative returns
are “caused only by the weekend effect and not by a general closed-market effect”.
A trading strategy, which will be profitable in this case, will be to buy stocks on
Monday and sell them on Friday.
Other Seasonal Effects
Holiday and turn-of-the-month effects have been well documented over time and
across countries. Lakonishok and Smidt (1988) show that US stock returns are
significantly higher at the turn of the month, defined as the last and first three
trading days of the month. Supporting evidence is also provided by Ariel (1987),
Cadsby and Rather (1992). Hensel and Ziemba (1996) and Kunkel and Compton
(1997) also show how abnormal returns can be earned by exploiting this anomaly.
Small Firm Effects
Banz (1981) first concerns ‘small-firm effect’, which is known as ‘size-effect’, in
his earliest articles. He analyzes stock returns of the 1936-1975 periods and reveals
that excess returns would have been earned by holding stocks of low capitalization
companies. Reinganum (1981) also reported that the risk adjusted annual returns
of small firms were greater than large ones. If the market were efficient, one would
expect the prices of stocks of these companies to go up to a level where the risk
adjusted returns to future investors would be normal. But this did not happen.
P/E (price and earning) Ratio Effect
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Numerous studies indicated that low P/E stocks tend to outperform the high
P/E stocks. Sanjoy Basu (1977) showed that stocks of companies with low P/E
ratios earned a premium for investors during the period 1957-1971. Another study
by Campbell and Shiller (1988) claims P/E ratios have reliable forecast power. Fama
and French (1995) found that market and size factors in earnings help explain market
and size factors in returns.
Other abnormal evidences have also been presented to refute EMH, for example,
Value-line Enigma, Over/Under Reaction of Stock Prices to Earnings Announce-
ments, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) Index effect, Pricing of Closed-end Funds, the
Distressed Securities Market, the Weather and so on.
3.2 Theoretical challenge to EMH
During 1970s, the EMH was indeed one of the great triumphs of twentieth-century
economics. Standard economic theory, particularly the theory of arbitrage, predicted
the financial markets were efficient. Mountains of empirical evidence based on some
of the most extensive data available in economics, almost universally confirmed the
predictions of the theory. So in 1978, Michael Jensen — a Chicago graduate and
one of the creators of the EMH — declared that ‘there is no other proposition in
economics which has more solid empirical evidence supporting it than the Efficient
Markets Hypothesis’(Jensen 1978, p.95).
Sometimes, too strong statements portend reversals. Shortly after Jensen’s pro-
nouncement, the EMH was challenged on both theoretical and empirical grounds.
Irrational Investors
The basic theoretical case for the EMH rests on three arguments: First, investors
are assumed to be rationale and hence to value securities rationally. Second, to the
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extent that some investors are not rational, their trades are random and therefore
cancel each other out without affecting prices. Third, to the extent that investors
are irrational in similar ways, they are met in the market by rational arbitrageurs
who eliminate their influence on prices [39].
But in real market, to begin, it is difficult to sustain the case that investors are
fully rational. Fischer Black (1986)[54] put that many investors trade on noise rather
than information. They follow advice of financial gurus, sell winning stocks and hold
on losing ones, follow stock price patterns and other popular models. Second, the
psychological evidence shows precisely that people will not deviate from rationality
randomly, but rather most will deviate in the same way. Unsophisticated investors
try to buy or sell the same securities at roughly the same time instead of trading ran-
domly with each other, by listening to rumors or imitating their neighbors. Finally,
this theoretical support for efficient market depends on effectiveness of arbitrages.
That is to say, the arbitrageurs should take the other side of unsophisticated demand
and bring prices back to fundamental values. However, the central argument of be-
havioral finance argued that, in contrast to the efficient markets theory, real-world
arbitrage is bearing risk as noise traders.
Price as a Reflection of Information
Price is not merely a reflection of market information. Many unsophisticated
investors form their supply and demand decisions by rumors and sentiment instead
of information. An investor can decide to buy a stock for any emotional reason
ranging from simply liking the company name to seeing a good advertisement for
the company. This factor affects demand and eventually, price, however, rumors
and sentiment cannot be measured, and neither can the degree by which they affect
price.
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Information Dissemination
Price cannot be obtained by all the investors at the same time. As mentioned
above, one of the main factors affecting supply, demand, and price in turn, is the
lack of information. In the stock market, the unavailability of information is known
as a lack of transparency. A company is considered transparent when it announces
and publishes its financial statements and other company information to the public
on a regular and timely basis. Without such information available, it is harder
for investors to evaluate the company’s strength, indebtedness, profitability, and
finally, make decisions on whether or not to buy a stock. There are incidents when
essential information will be disseminated to only a selected few, in which case,
the information is known as insider information. The act, by which insiders use
information as a basis for buying or selling a share, is known as insider trading.
Intervention in the Market
Price is affected directly or indirectly by an invisible hand — government in-
tervention. The invisible hand theory claims that if the market is left to its own
sources, with individuals working towards their own benefit, and invisible hand will
push the market to produce the best combination of goods and services at the most
competitive prices. Advocates of government intervention argue that government in-
tervention can protect the market from steep fluctuation, and also protect investor’s
interests, making prices no longer a reflection of supply and demand.
3.3 Empirical challenge to EMH
Chronologically, the empirical challenges to the EMH have preceded the theoretical
one. An early and historically important challenge is Shiller’s (1981)[55] work on
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stock market volatility, which showed that stock market prices are far more volatile
than could be justified by a simple model in which these prices are equal to the
expected net present value of future dividends.
Consider first the weak form EMH: the proposition that an investor cannot
make excess profits using past price information. De Bondt and Thaler (1985)[56]
compared two entirely different groups of companies: extreme losers and extreme
winners. For each year since 1933, they formed portfolio of the best and the worst
performing stocks over the previous three years, then calculated the returns on
these portfolios over the five years following portfolio formation. On the average
performance of these loser and winner portfolios, it turned out that extreme losers
had extremely high post-formation returns, while extreme winners had relatively
poor returns. De Bondt and Thaler suggested that stock prices overreact: the
extreme losers had become too cheap and bounce back, whereas, extreme winners
had become too expensive and earn lower subsequent returns.
Subsequent to De Bondt and Thaler’s findings, researchers have identified more
ways to successfully predict security returns, based on past returns. Among these
findings, perhaps the most important is that of momentum (Jegadeesh and Titman
1993), which shows that movements in individual stock prices over the period of
six to twelve months tend to predict future movements in the same direction. That
is, unlike the long-term trends identified by De Bondt and Thaler, which tend to
reverse themselves, relatively short-term trends continue. Even Fama (1991)[57] also
admits that stock returns are predictable from past returns and that this represents
a departure from the conclusions reached in the earlier studies.
Semi-strong form efficient markets hypothesis also face with challenges. Perhaps
the best known deviation is that, historically, small stocks have earned higher re-
turns than larger stocks. Moreover, the superior return to small stocks has been
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concentrated in January of each year. Another case is market to book ratio method,
which can be loosely thought of as a measure of the cheapness of stock—Companies
with the highest market to book ratios are relatively the most expensive ‘growth’
firms, whereas those with the lowest ratios are relatively the cheapest ‘value’ firms.
Moreover, high market to book portfolios appear to have higher market risk than do
low market to book portfolios. Both the size and market to book evidence, present
a serious challenge to the EMH, because stale information obviously helps predict
returns, and the superior returns on value strategies are not due to higher risk as
conventionally measured.
Finally, what about the basic proposition that stock prices do not react to non-
information? Maybe the salient piece of evidence is the crash of 1987. On Monday,
October 19, the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell by 22.6 percent—the largest one
day percentage drop in history—without any apparent news. In fact, many sharp
moves in stock prices do not appear to accompany significant news. This evidence
is consistent with Shiller’s earlier finding of excess volatility of stock returns. More
than news seems to move stock price. Above discussions cast doubt on the basic
implication of EMH: the non-reaction of prices to non-information.
3.3.1 Test of Normality
The first complete study on daily returns was done by Fama (1965), who found that
returns were negatively skewed: more observations were in the left hand (negative)
tail than in the right-hand tail. In addition, the tail was fatter, and the peak around
the mean was higher than predicted by the normal distribution, a condition called
“leptokurtosis”. Sharpe also notes this in his 1970 textbooks, Portfolio Theory and
Capital Markets. When Sharpe compared annual returns to the normal distribution,
he noted that “normal distribution assign little likelihood to the occurrence of really
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extreme values. But such values occur quite often.”
More recently, Turner and Weigel (1990) performed an extensive study of volatil-
ity, using daily S&P 500 index returns from 1928 through 1990, with similar results.
They found that “daily return distributions for the Dow Jones and S&P 500 are
negatively skewed and contain a larger frequency distribution of returns around the
mean interspersed with infrequent very large or very small returns as compared
to a normal distribution.” Other different approaches have been done to verify it
[50, 51, 52]
We obtain the similar results by analyzing different frequency data from different
capital markets. Fig.3.1 plot the high frequency (one minute) price for HSI from
year 1994 through year 1997, and Fig.3.2 shows daily closing price for DJI from 1930
to 2003, which will be used to analyze statistical characters in the following parts
of this thesis. Through this thesis, I define return r(t) at time t as the difference of
logarithm of the price at time t and t− δt. r(t) = lnS(t)− lnS(t− δt), where S(t)
is the stock price at time t and S(t− δt) is the stock price at time t− δt. δt is the
duration on which the return is concerned.
In order to study the deviation of real stock market from the Gaussian process,
I first calculate stock return moments in 1–4th orders for high frequency HSI prices.
In mathematics, the l–th moment of a continuous random variable X is define as
ml





where “E” stands for expectation and f(x) is the probability density function of X.
The first moment is called the mean or expectation of X. It measures the central
location of the distribution. We denote the mean of X by ux.The l–th central moment
of X is defined as
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Figure 3.1: One-minute data for HSI from Jan 3, 1994 to May 28, 1997

























Figure 3.2: Daily data for DJI from Feb 3, 1930 to Sep 3, 2003
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provided that the integral exists. The second central monent, denoted by σ2,
mearures the variability of X and is called the variance of X. The positive square
root, σx, of the standard deviation of X. The first two moments of a random variable
uniquely determine a normal distribution.
The third central moment measures the symmetry of X with respect to its mean,
whereas the 4th central moment measures the tail behavior of X. In statistics, skew-
ness and kurtosis, which are normalized 3rd and 4th central moments of X, are
often used to summarize the extent of asymmetry and tail thickness. Specially, the













The quantity K(x) − 3 is called the excess kurtosis because K(x) = 3 for a
normal distribution. Thus, the excess kurtosis of a normal random variable is zero.
A distribution with positive excess kurtosis is said to have heavy tails, implying that
the distribution puts more mass on the tails of its support than a normal distribution
does. In practice, this means that a random sample from such a distribution tends
to contain more extreme values.
In application, skewness and kurtosis can be estimated by their sample counter-








the sample variance is
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Table 3.1: Moment Study: HSI Returns for Different Intervals





10 -0.000001 0.002323 -0.370602 15.536370
210 -0.000023 0.011837 -0.410728 5.852185
1050 -0.000148 0.026936 -0.475124 4.645205
1500 -0.000155 0.032157 -0.486760 4.812598
2400 0.000014 0.039507 -0.345369 3.600947
4800 -0.000569 0.053350 -0.581271 3.810353






(xt − µˆx)2 (3.6)






(xt − µˆx)3 (3.7)






(xt − µˆx)4 (3.8)
Table.3.3.1 summarizes the results of moments studies. For the 4th order moment,
kurtosis, the Gaussian process has a value of 3.0 independent of time scale; however
for real data, they are much lager than 3.0 and vary with time scale — the smaller
the time scale is, the larger the kurtosis is. Larger kurtosis denotes fatter tails and
high peak. The third order moment is a measure of symmetry. From the table,
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we see that the return of real market data have significantly negative skewness,
while the Gaussian return has a symmetric distribution with the skewness value of
zero. For the 2nd order moment, unlike gaussian process, real market return is not
proportional to
√
∆t rigorously. This can be seen from comparing stand deviation.
for ∆t = 9600mins and ∆t = 10mins. Based on the variance at t = 10mins which
equals to 0.002323, we can calculate the corresponding variance at t = 9600mins
according to the T 1/2 rule, which is 0.002323 ∗
√
9600/10 ≈ 0.072, less than the
actual value of 0.075227.
Fig.3.3 presents the unconditional probability distribution of returns for HSI from
February 1994 to May 1997 comparing with the Gaussian distribution. Histogram-
Method and Adaptive-Kernel-Method [46] has been employed in this analysis. The
high peak and fat tails are presented clearly, especially in a linear-log scale which
makes the contrast clear (b). The observation is not confined to HSI stock market,
but can be observed in other markets as well. Fig. 3.4 shows probability distribution
for DJI from Feb 3, 1930 to Sep 3, 2003.
Above evidences imply that real stock market are not “approximately normally”
distributed.
3.4 Probability to Return to Origin
As I have discussed in Chapter 2, the probability of returning to the origin should
have a slope close to −1.5, if the stock market returns follow random walk.
Fig.3.5 illustrates the probability of returning to the origin for 1-minute HSI
data. Fig.3.6, Fig.3.7 are for daily HSI data and daily DJI data respectively.
It is hard for us to distinguish real stock market process from random walk
process from these figures, since the slope is quite close to −1.5. So this method is
not an effective way to measure non-Gaussian fluctuations.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Unconditional Probability Distribution of HSI 10-minute returns,
from Jan 3, 1994 to May 28, 1997: Gaussian vs. Actual returns by Histogram
Method and Adaptive Kernel Method. (b) semi-log plot to emphasize the fat tail
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Figure 3.4: (a) Unconditional Probability Distribution of DJI 10-day returns, from
Feb 3, 1930 to Sep 3, 2003: Gaussian vs. Actual returns by Histogram Method and
Adaptive Kernel Method. (b) semi-log plot to emphasize the fat tail
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Figure 3.5: Probability of Returning to the Origin for HSI 1-minute Price



















Figure 3.6: Probability of Returning to the Origin for HSI Daily Closing Price
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Figure 3.7: Probability of Returning to the Origin for DJI Daily Closing Price
3.5 Conclusion
Despite strong evidence showing that the market is highly efficient, there have been
growing number of studies present that long-term historical anomalies do exist in the
stock markets which seem to contradict the efficient market hypothesis, for instance,
the January Effect, Small Firm Effect, P/E Ratio Effect, and so on, as I described
above.
Theoretical and empirical analysis also challenge the EMH. The basic assump-
tions underlying EMH are that all investors are assumed to be rational enough to
value securities appropriately, and price should react and incorporate new informa-
tion quickly and correctly when new news reaches the market. However, in practice,
many investors are not fully rational. They trade on noise rather than information.
On the other hand, price cannot reflect new coming information quickly and cor-
rectly, since indeed information cannot be obtained by all the investors at the same
time, and many investors decide to buy or sell securities just following rumors or
their sentiment of that time.
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“leptokurtosis” — high peak and fat tail comparing to the normal distribution,
has been broadly confirmed and generally accepted. The values of some statistical
variables, like skewness and kurtosis, for real stock market, obviously deviate from
the value for Gaussian process. And the volatility does not scale in terms of the
“T 1/2” rule precisely.
The probability of returning to the origin should have slope approximately close
to −3/2 if the price is Gaussian or follows a random walk. We can check the
correlations inside a time series with this method. But unfortunately, it is not a
good measure here for the non-Gaussian stock price time series.
Chapter 4
Correlations in Financial Time Series
4.1 Fractal Structure in the Capital Market
4.1.1 Introduction to Fractals
what is fractal?— fractal is an object in which the parts are in some way related to
the whole.
Fractal geometry has been one of the 20th century’s most useful and fascinating
discoveries in mathematics. With fractals, mathematicians can create a system that
describes natural shapes with a few simple rules. Complexity emerges from this
simplicity. Another interesting realization is that nonlinear dynamic system can
create fractals. Most nature shapes, and time series, are best described by fractals.
So it is supposed that nature is nonlinear, and fractals are the geometry of chaos.
Fractal geometry’s view of the world is different from Euclidean geometry which
reflects the philosophy of the ancient Greeks.
The ancient Greeks try to search for pure forms and orders, hidden beneath the
noise of daily life, since they believed that life was filled with seemingly chaotic
38
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random events. They wished to reduce nature to some pure forms. As they sup-
posed, nature should be organized by pure and symmetric objects such as point,
one-dimension line, two-dimension plane, and the three-dimension solid. None of
them has holes, and none is rough. Each is a pure, smooth form.
In reality, nature abhors symmetry as much as it abhors equilibrium. People
recognize that it is hard to describe nature objects with Euclidean geometry. So
“fractal geometry” concept was put forward by Benoit Mandelbrot who has been
regarded as the father of fractal geometry. He created the geometry of nature that
thrives on asymmetry and roughness. Mandelbrot has said that “mountains are not
cones, and clouds are not shapes.”
Self-similarity is one of the significant characters of fractals. It is not difficult for
us to perceive nature fractals in life. Tree is a good example: Trees branch according
to a fractal scale. Each branch, with its smaller branches, is similar to the whole
tree in a qualitative sense. Fractal shapes show self–similarity with respect to space,
while fractal time series have statistical self-similarity with respect to time. In this
thesis, we’ll focus on time series of stock returns.
4.1.2 Fractal Time Series
Efficient market Hypothesis (EMH) states that current price reflects all available or
public information, the future price change will just be influenced by new informa-
tion. That is to say, future price is unrelated to present and past, and the market
follows a random walk.
In fact, some people do not react to information immediately when it is received
but wait for confirming information. They do not react until a confirming trend
is clearly established. The amount of confirming information necessary to validate
a trend varies, but uneven assimilation of information may cause a biased random
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walk. Biased random walks were extensively studied by Hurst in 1940s and then by
Mandelbrot in the 1960s and 1970s. Mandelbrot called them fractional Brownian
motion. Now it is usually called fractal time series.
The Hurst Exponent
Hurst exponent is one of the methods to measure correlations in capital markets.
Hurst analysis was originally introduced by Hurst, an hydrologist who began working
on the Niler River Dam project about 1907. While there, he struggled with the
problem of reservoir control. In order to keep the reservoir water level to be a
perfect state—never overflow or empty, he studied the record of the water level to
see how it changed with the natural seasonal environment which will affect the dam’s
storage capacity. In this process, Hurst found a new statistic: the Hurst exponent
(H).
Hurst exponent has been broadly applied to all time series analysis, because it
is remarkably robust. It has few underlying assumptions about the system being
studied, and it can classify time series, distinguish a random series from a nonrandom
series. Hurst pointed out that most natural systems do not follow a random walk
but a “biased random walk”— trend with noise. The strength and the noise level
could be measured by this method.
Calculate Hurst Exponent
How to calculate Hurst exponent? several methods have been suggested by Hampton
[41, 42] and Peters [43]. Hampton gave an excellent analysis between two different
algorithms to compute the Hurst exponent. However, throughout this thesis, the
method suggested by J.P Bouchad and Marc Potters [44] will be used. Their method
of calculating Hurst exponent is to study the average value between the maximum
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and the minimum in a window of size T. These algorithms are formulated as follows:
H(T ) =< max(Sn)n=t,t+T −min(Sn)n=t,t+T ) >
Here, Sn is logarithm of the stock price of the capital market. T is the time lag, n
starts from 0 to N − T , and N is the total number of data. Hurst exponent H is
proportional to T as follows
H(T ) ∝ T α
Then we calculate Hurst function for different window T , and then use linear
fitting of T and H(T ) in log-log scale.
According to statistical mechanics, α should equal to 0.5 if the series is random
walk. It implied that H(T ) should increase with square root of time, T. However,
when H differs from 0.50, it means that the series is not a random walk and the
observations are not independent. Each observation should carry a “memory” of the
past events. Further, it is not a short time memory process like Markovian process
(only the present value is relevant to predict the future), but a long time one.
Theoretically, it should last forever. The correlation of this process can be denoted
as C = 2(2α−1) − 1, where C is correlation measure, and α is Hurst exponent. if
α equals to 0.5, C should equal to 0, which means there’s no correlation in this
process. The value of Hurst exponent can be categorized into:
1. H = 0.5
In this case, the price changes are independent and random. No correlation
exists in the time series. The present does not influence the future. In short,
the time series perform a random walk.
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2. 0.5 < H < 1.0
This is a persistent or trend-reinforcing time series. It implies that an up trend
in previous period is more likely followed by an up trend in the next period.
Conversely, a down trend in the previous period is more likely followed by a
down trend in the next period. The strength of the persistence, increase as H
approaches 1.0. The closer H is to 0.5, the noisier it will be. Persistent series
are fractal Brownian motion, or biased random walks. The strength of the
bias depends on how far H is above 0.5.
3. 0.0 ≤ H < 0.5
This is a case of anti-persistent—the price fluctuations implying mean-reverting
behavior. If the price fluctuation has been up (down) in the previous period,
then there are more chances that it will move to the opposite direction. The
strength of this anti-persistent behavior depends on how H is close to 0. When
it moves close to zero, the correlation exhibits negative one. This kind of se-
ries is more volatile, since it has more reversals. In real capital market, few
anti-persistent series have been found.
In practice, it is almost impossible to get the exact value of H = 0.5. Therefore
Chen [40] suggested that Hurst exponent among the empirical range [0.45, 0.55] is
regarded as representative of random walk process.
The Stock Market
I first analyze the high frequency (one minute) data of HSI from February 1994
to May 1997. Fig. 4.1 shows the log-log plot using the method described above.
From Fig. 4.1, we can observe that the hurst exponent is about 0.5970. This value is
larger than 0.5. It means that this stock market is not a random walk but a case of
persistent. Further, the hurst exponent gradually decreases in terms of time scales.
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Figure 4.1: Hurst Analysis of one-minute stock price for HSI. February 1994-May
1997.














Figure 4.2: Hurst Analysis of daily stock price for DJI. February 1930-September
2003.
The Same method is also applied to analyze daily data of DJI from February
1930 to September 2003. As we seen from Figures, the hurst exponent is 0.5886,
which is larger than 0.5 as well.
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Figure 4.3: Hurst Analysis of currency exchange rate. U.S. dollar/Australia dollar
exchange rate: Daily rate, January 1987-December 1997.
Currency
Hurst analysis of selected currency rates also yields Hurst statistics. For this
study, I use currency exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and the Australian dol-
lar, Canadian dollar, British pound. Surprisingly, the hurst exponents are greatly
high within the range of 0.8021 ∼ 0.8892. Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5 show hurst
analysis of three currency exchange rate. It implies that currency markets are far
from random walks. Furthermore, higher levels of persistence exist in currency mar-
kets comparing to stock markets. Perhaps, it’s not difficult to understand. Unlike in
stock market, abrupt changes arising in currency market mainly due to central bank
interventions—attempts by the governments to control the value of each respective
currency, not just due to market force.
Another interesting finding is that the slopes of the hurst function decrease
sharply after critical points, which can be regarded as the natural cycle length. For
U.S. dollar/Australian dollar, U.S. dollar/Canadian dollar, and U.S. dollar/British
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Figure 4.4: Hurst Analysis of currency exchange rate. U.S. dollar/Canadian dollar
exchange rate: Daily Data, March 1983-December 1997.














Figure 4.5: Hurst Analysis of currency exchange rate. U.S. dollar/British pound:
Daily Data, January 1987-December 1997.
pound, the average cycle lengths are 540 days (about 2.2 years), 700 days (about 2.8
years) and 700 days (about 2.8 years) respectively. Perhaps we can conjecture that
long memory on average maintains about 2.2 year for U.S. dollar/Australian dollar
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exchange market, and it disappears after this cycle length. But I should point out
that this cycle length is an average value, since fractal time series is non-periodic.
4.2 Conditional return distribution
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the return distribution exhibits “leptokurtosis”—
higher peak, and fatter tail. This result has been broadly confirmed and generally
accepted by scientists. Why the fat tail? And why the return distribution differs
from Gaussian distribution especially for the extreme values? One of the explana-
tions suggests that long-range volatility correlations are the cause of this phenomena
[45]. In order to exploit the underlying correlation, I check the hurst exponent of
the volatilities first, then I try to examine the dependency of the return distribution
on the previous absolute returns, given different ranges of previous absolute returns.
Return distribution conditioned on the previous absolute returns is defined as:
P (X(t), X1, X2) ≡ Et[X(t) | X1 ≤ |X(t−∆t)| ≤ X2]
where X(t) = lnS(t)− lnS(t−∆t), and X1, X2 are the left and right boundaries of
previous absolute return.
Based on the definition, the conditional return describes how the return is dis-
tributed given absolute return in previous period. So it’s a measure of temporal
correlation of volatility. We divide previous absolute return into eight intervals,
each one with almost the same amount of data points. Fig. 4.6 shows six panels
corresponding to different time intervals, each panel has eight curves corresponding
to eight conditional return distributions. The top curve is for the largest previous
return and the bottom curve is for the smallest one. From the plots, we can see that
the larger the previous return is, the larger the standard deviation of the conditional
return is. And this is true for all the time scales used here. Fig. 4.7 also presents
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the similar result by analyzing the daily closing price for DJI from February 1930
to September 2003. In order to confirm above result, I draw another group of plots,
Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9. In these figures, standard deviation of conditional return is
positively correlated with previous absolute return. The larger the previous abso-
lute return, the larger the standard deviation of conditional return. This result is
consistent with conclusions I get from Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7.
Another interesting finding is that if I rescale each curve in Fig. 4.6 and Fig.
4.7 with its standard deviation, then the eight curves collapse into a universal curve
for each sub-figure, showing in Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.11. It means that such volatility
correlation has clear scalability: conditional returns form a universal curve when
they are rescaled by their respective standard deviation.
4.3 Conditional Average of Price Change
Ample evidences have shown that price fluctuation does not conform to Gaussian
process. In order to further study the nature of non-Gaussian process, I consider the
following conditional average of returns: given an absolute value of the return ∆p in
the interval [t−T, t], we calculate the average absolute return ∆ in the next interval
for the cases in which we have trend continuation and trend reversal. The results
are plotted in Fig. 4.12, which compare the real data case(a) with the random
case(b). Here I define the random case as: X[t] = X[t − 1] + r0 + σdw, where
X[t] is the logarithm of price in time t, r0 is the intrinsic growth rate, and σ is
the standard deviation of stock returns, dw is the random drawing from a standard
normal distribution [47, 48, 49].
If there is no correlation, the curves should be flat, just as for the pure random
walk. From the figure we can see that the curves are almost flat for the random
walk case. It implies there’s no correlation for this case. However, for the real data
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plotted in the top panel, there is a crossover value ∆c for ∆p. Little correlation
arises when ∆p < ∆c, but strong positive correlation emerges when ∆p > ∆c. A
rough estimate yields the result ∆c(T ) ∼ T 0.5, where T is the time interval under
consideration.
This clearly indicate that there is no uniform crossover to Gaussian behavior.
As the time interval increases the average price fluctuations appear more and more
Gaussian–like, but the large fluctuations show correlations.
The result of analysis of the data for DJI daily closing price are consistent with
the conclusions deduced above for the HSI one-minute price. This can be seen from
the examples given in Fig. 4.13
4.4 Conclusion
Fractal geometry is one of the significant discoveries in 20th century. It’s a new way
to explore the complicated nature phenomena. Unlike Euclidean geometry which
considers that nature should be organized by pure and symmetric objects such as
point, one-dimension line, two-dimension plane, and three-dimension solid, fractal
geometry concept considers that nature should be a chaos system, which is filled with
asymmetry and roughness and fractals are the geometry of chaos. Self-similarity or
self-referential is the most important character of fractals.
By calculating the Hurst exponent, we can distinguish non-Gaussian random
series from Gaussian random series. When the value of Hurst exponent is greater
than 0.5, it means that the time series is persistent and exhibits trend-reinforcing
behavior. When the value is less than 0.5, then it is antipersistent and exhibit mean-
reverting behavior. Therefore, if hurst exponent is not equal to 0.5, we can believe
that long temporal correlations do exist in the time series. For the persistent case,
sometimes, cycle length emerges at certain critical time interval, which measures
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how long the memory of initial conditions persists in time series. Here, this length
is average value since the time series is nonperiodic and fractal.
Edgar E. Peters [43] suggested that higher values of H mean less risk, because
there is less noise in the data. However, high H stocks do have a higher risk of
abrupt changes.
Given the previous absolute returns, the conditional return distribution is found
to be highly non-Gaussian. Volatilities are strongly correlated for returns with time
scales ranging from a few minutes to tens of days and the correlation is positive: the
larger the return volatility is in the previous period, the larger the return volatility
is now. Amazingly, such volatility correlations collapse into one universal curve
rescaled by their respective standard deviation, even for different time scales.
The result obtained by calculating the conditional average of price change is
consistent with the result of conditional return distribution. Volatilities for returns
are positively correlated. It is more likely that larger volatility in previous period
will be followed by larger volatility in current period. And there exist a critical
value for previous absolute return (∆p). Little correlations exhibit when ∆p is less
































































































Figure 4.6: The return distribution conditional on the previous absolute return for
1-min HSI data from February 1994 through May 1997. Each of the eight curves is
































































































Conditional Return Distribution for Daily Data, DJI 
Figure 4.7: The return distribution conditional on the previous absolute return for
daily DJI data from February 1930 through September 2003.Each of the eight curves
is corresponding to different time intervals in units of days comparing to Gaussian
distribution
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Figure 4.8: Standard deviation of conditional return vs previous absolute return for
HSI, form February 1994 through May 1997.



























Figure 4.9: Standard deviation of conditional return vs previous absolute return for































































































Figure 4.10: The universal curve of return distribution conditional on the previous
absolute return for 1-min HSI data from February 1994 through May 1997. Each
of the eight curves is corresponding to different time intervals in units of minutes
































































































Figure 4.11: The universal curve of return distribution conditional on the previous
absolute return for daily DJI data from February 1930 through September 2003.Each
of the eight curves is corresponding to different time intervals in units of days com-
paring to Gaussian distribution
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Figure 4.12: (a) HSI data: Conditional average of price change given the return in
the previous interval for the case in which we have 1) trend continuation and 2)
trend reversal. (b) Random Walk Series
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Figure 4.13: (a) DJI data: Conditional average of price change given the return in
the previous interval for the case in which we have 1) trend continuation and 2)
trend reversal. (b) Random Walk Series
Chapter 5
Non–Gaussian Stochastic Model
So far, there has been no well-known process that can robustly and accurately
describe stock process. Even the well-known option pricing model — Black Scholes
formula was based on the assumption that stock market follows a random walk.
unfortunately, growing number of evidences do not agree with this underpinning
assumption. In chapter 3 and 4, ample evidences have been reported to verify that
real capital market does not follow random walk. It is a non-Gaussian process.
Strong correlations do exist in real financial markets.
5.1 Description of the Model
In order to further understand the underlying dynamics of the real stock markets,
we proposed a simple microscopic model which incorporates short-term trend and
trend reversals and long-term mean reversal. The basic assumption of this model is
its price dynamics is stochastic and the magnitudes of changes are correlated.
In this model, the dynamics is described as follows:
X(t) is the logarithm of the stock price and n(t) is non-negative integer defined
as the trend of price movement with the magnitude of the price change, which is
57
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formulated as δ(t) = δ0γ
n(t), where γ is volatility basis and δ0 is a constant volatility.
The idea of mean reverting has been incorporated in this model, which is defined
as δx(t) = β(S(t) − S0)/(S(t) + S0), where β is a constant factor for adjusting the
magnitude of price, S(t) is the stock price at time t, and S0 is the “mean” of the
price. P is used to assign the probability of continuing and reversing the trend of
price movement, formulated as P = 1/(1 + γ2). The change in return is determined
by X(t + 1) = X(t) + r + δ(t), where r is the intrinsic growth rate at time t, and




+(1− δx(t))δ0γn(t)+1 ifX(t)−X(t− 1) ≥ 0 and R(t) < P
−(1 + δx(t))δ0γn(t)−1 ifX(t)−X(t− 1) ≥ 0 and R(t) ≥ P
−(1 + δx(t))δ0γn(t)+1 ifX(t)−X(t− 1) < 0 and R(t) < P
+(1− δx(t))δ0γn(t)−1 ifX(t)−X(t− 1) < 0 and R(t) ≥ P
Where R(t) ∈ [0, 1) is a random number generator.
If the price is greater than the previous one and R(t) is less than P, then n → n+1
and δ(t) increases, while R(t) is greater or equal to P, then n → n − 1, and δ(t)
decreases. Conversely, if the price is smaller than the previous one, and R(t) is less
than P, then n → n+1, and δ(t) decreases, while R(t) is greater or equal to P, then
then n → n− 1, and δ(t) increases.
Here, the dependence of δ(t) on n(t) builds in volatility clustering in the dynamics
as it takes many steps to change n(t) significantly. The choice in the probability
of updating δ(t) is also motivated by the fact that there are more chances for the
reversal of price movement when the price is near a peak or a valley of the price
history.
The mean reverting feature have a linkage to the observation in practice that
when a price moves too high from its fair value, more investors will sell the stock,
as a result that price will go down. If the price has dropped below its fair value, it
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will trigger more buys so as to put the price higher.















Figure 5.1: One-minute data generated from model
Fig. 5.1 shows a price history generated from this model with γ = 1.0145,
β = 0.1, δ0 = 1.7 ∗ 10−6, and r0 = 4.3 ∗ 10−8.
I carry out the same analysis of the model data as I did for the real market data
presented in the previous chapters.
5.2 Statistical Properties Produced with the Model
Fig. 5.2 presents the unconditional probability distribution of 10-minute returns for
model data by the ways of Histogram-Method and Adaptive-Kernel-Method as I
adopt before. Comparing with the Gaussian Distribution, we find that it is highly
non-Gaussian with higher peak and fatter tail as observed in the real data.
It’s exciting to find that the character of strong positive volatility correlations
emerges in simulated data as well shown in Fig. 5.3: the larger the return volatility
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Figure 5.2: (a) Unconditional probability distribution of 10-minute returns for model
data: Gaussian vs. model returns by Histogram Method and Adaptive Kernel
Method. (b) semi-log plot to emphasize the fat tail






























































































Figure 5.3: The return distributions conditional on the previous absolute return for
model data. Each of the eight curves is corresponding to different time intervals in
units of minutes comparing to Gaussian distribution(line with stars)






























































































Figure 5.4: The universal curve of return distribution conditional on the previous
absolute return for model data. Each of the eight curves is corresponding to different
time intervals in units of minutes comparing to Gaussian distribution(line with stars)
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is in previous period, the larger the return volatility is now. When rescaled by
their respective standard deviation, distribution of conditional returns also form a
universal curve shown in Fig. 5.4, which is consistent with the properties we explored
in real data.




























Figure 5.5: Standard deviation of conditional return vs previous absolute return for
simulated one-minute data
Supporting evidence could be found in Fig. 5.5. while absolute returns in pre-
vious time interval increase, the current return volatility will follow to increase as
well.
And Fig. 5.7 gives the hurst analysis. H = 0.5828 denotes that persistent
behaviors do exist in this simulated time series, which means an up trend in previous
period is more likely followed by an up trend in the next period and vice versa. In
addition, Hurst exponent has been found to be dependent on time scales. The
shorter the time scale is, the larger the Hurst exponent is. This is in agreement with
the observation of volatility correlations presented by conditional return analysis
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Figure 5.6: Model data: Conditional average of price change given the return in the
previous interval for the case in which we have 1) trend continuation and 2) trend
reversal.













Figure 5.7: Hurst Analysis of one-minute simulated stock price from model
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Figure 5.8: Probability of Returning to the Origin for Simulated one-minute Price
early on.
Fig. 5.8 presents the slope for probability of returning to the origin and its
deviation from random walk case.
5.3 GARCH Model
In this section, we study the behavior of stock market with generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroscedasticity model(GARCH), and compare with the model we
proposed in previous sections. The distinctive feature of the GARCH model is that
volatilities and correlations are not constant. During some periods a particular
volatility or correlation may be relatively low, whereas during other periods it may
be relatively high. The models attempts to keep track of the variations in the
volatility or correlation through time.
Here, we discuss the well-known the GARCH(1,1) model proposed by Bollerslev
in 1986 [53]. In GARCH(1,1), σ2n is calculated from a long-run average rate, VL, as
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well as from σn−1 and un−1. The equation for GARCH(1,1) is





where γ is the weight assigned to VL, α is the weight assigned to σ
2
n−1, and β is
weight assigned to σ2n−1. The sum of the weights should equal to one.
γ + α + β = 1
The “(1,1)” in GARCH(1,1) indicates that σ2n is based on the most recent obser-
vation of u2 and the most recent estimate of the variance rate. If setting ω = γVL,
the GARCH(1,1) model can also be written





Here we estimate the parameters ω, α, β with the software of Eview, given one-
minute returns of one-month historical stock index price. We calculate the σ value
iteratively using above parameters estimated.
In order to compare with the non-Gaussian stochastic model proposed in previous
section, we explore the statistical characters of GARCH(1,1) model below. Fig.5.9
presents the one-minute data generated from GARCH(1,1) model. The feature of
volatility clusters could been apparently observed in this figure.
Fig. 5.10 plots the unconditional probability distribution of 10-minute returns
for GARCH model data by the methods of Histogram-Method and Adaptive-Kernel-
Method. It is interesting that the unconditional probability distribution for GARCH
model has obvious fat-tails like the non-Gaussian stochastic model, but has no sig-
nificant high-peak features. Actually, It almost converge to Gaussian distribution
especially in the central range.
For the conditional return probability distribution, the current return distribu-
tion will not disperse obviously but converge to Gaussian distribution especially
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Figure 5.9: One-minute Data Generated from GARCH Model
among the range of small absolute returns. It means that little volatility corre-
lations exit in the cental part as shown in Fig.5.11. By comparing Fig.5.11, and
Fig.5.12, we can see no significant difference between conditional return probability
distribution and the universal case.
Fig.5.13 shows the curve of standard deviations of conditional returns given
previous absolute returns. It seems that little correlation emerges while the previous
absolute return is small, and positive correlation appears only while the previous
absolute return is large enough. Fig.5.14 presents conditional average of price change
given the returns in the previous interval. From the figure, we can see that the curves
are almost flat, which implies that there is little correlation(as in pure random walk).
But large fluctuations still show correlations.
While conducting the Hurst analysis, we find that the hurst exponent of GARCH
model is 0.5424 less than the value of non-Gaussian stochastic model. It implies that
the level of persistence of GARCH model is lower than the non-Gaussian stochastic
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Figure 5.10: (a) Unconditional Probability Distribution of GARCH Model Data 10-
minute Returns: Gaussian vs. GARCH Model Returns by Histogram Method and
Adaptive Kernel Method. (b) Semi-log Plot to Emphasize the Fat Tail






























































































Figure 5.11: The Return Distribution Conditional on the Previous Absolute Return
for GARCH Model Data. Each of the Eight Plot is Corresponding to Different Time
Intervals in Units of Minutes Comparing to Gaussian Distribution
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one.
Fig.5.16 illustrates the probability of returning to the origin for the GARCH
model data. The slope is close to −1.5 which is similar to the previous analysis.
But it is not an effective way to measure the correlations of stock returns.
5.4 Conclusion
The phenomena, discovered in analyzing the real capital markets, inspire us to ex-
plore a simple dynamic model combing the features of non-Gaussian, long volatility
correlation, short-time price trend, long-time mean-reversal, and so on.
The simple, intuitive model describe the capital market very well. The characters
captured from it is consistent with the results we got from real capital market.
While conducting the same analysis on GARCH(1,1) model, we find that the
features of fatter tails still appears but higher peak phenomena disappears. In
addition, the GARCH(1,1) model does not exhibit strong volatility clustering as































































































Figure 5.12: The Universal Curve of Return Distribution Conditional on the Pre-
vious Absolute Return for GARCH Model Data. Each of the Eight Curves is Cor-
responding to Different Time Intervals in Units of Minutes Comparing to Gaussian
Distribution
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Figure 5.13: Standard Deviation of Conditional Return vs Previous Absolute Return
for GARCH Model Data



























Figure 5.14: GARCH model data: Conditional average of price change given the
return in the previous interval for the case in which we have 1) trend continuation
and 2) trend reversal.
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Figure 5.15: Hurst Analysis of One-minute Stock Price Simulated by GARCH Model


















Figure 5.16: Probability of Returning to the Origin for 1-minute Stock Price Simu-
lated by GARCH Model
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Discussion
Efficient Market Hypothesis has been regarded as the most controversial assumption
in financial theories. Even though it achieved significant successes both in theoretical
and empirical field especially in the 1970s. Unfortunately, since the 1980s, growing
numbers of evidences have been found to deviate from EMH.
In this thesis, several statistical methods have been employed or constructed to
explore the characters of real capital market. By mainly analyzing the one-minute
data for HSI from February 1994 through May 1997, and the daily data for DJI
from February 1930 through September 2003, we confirm that the unconditional
probability distribution for real stock market is highly non-Gaussian. The major
characters deviating from Gaussian process include higher peaks, fatter tails, nega-
tively skewed and different orders of moments deviate from that of Gaussian process.
The slope for probability of returning to origin is close to 1.5 (pure random walk
case) for both high frequency and daily data, which implies this method is not good
enough to capture the non-Gaussian features in stock price series.
The concept of fractal time series has been broadly used to study real capital
markets. This concept considers that real capital markets as a complex system,
fractal is the geometry of this kind of system, and strong correlations do exist in
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the system. Hurst exponent method introduced by hydrologist Hurst distinguishes
random series from non-random series. By calculating the Hurst exponent, we find
that the persistent or trend-reinforcing behavior arises both in high frequency data
and daily data. The slope of the hurst function decreases as the time windows in-
crease. When the time window is large enough, the slope approaches zero. It means
long-term memory effect diminishes to a point where it becomes unmeasurable.
Conditional return distribution and conditional average of price change are used
to study the volatility correlations in stock returns. In the case of conditional return
distribution, given the previous absolute returns, we study the distribution of the
following period. It is found that volatility are strongly correlated for time periods
from a few minutes to tens of days. And, the correlation is positive: the larger the
return volatility is in the previous period, the larger the return volatility is now.
Furthermore, if we rescaled by their respective standard deviation, the volatility
correlations collapse into one universal curve, even for different time series. The
conclusion of positive volatility correlation is consistent with the result obtained
in conditional return distribution. Besides, little correlations exhibit when previous
absolute return is less than some critical value, but positive correlations emerge after
that critical value.
A simple non-Gaussian model has been constructed combining the features of
short-term trend, trend reversals, and long-term mean reversal features. The basic
assumption of this model is its price dynamics is stochastic and the magnitudes of
changes are correlated. It emulates the real capital markets intuitively and numer-
ically. By examing the characters of real market and simulating data, we find this
model does well to describe the real market. This model has a potential application
in option pricing, which traditionally employs a rather inadequate implied volatil-
ity method. While conducting the same analysis on the well-known GARCH(1, 1)
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model, we find that the feature of fatter tails also emerges as it appears in our non-
Gaussian model, however, high peak character is not obvious. And hurst exponent
for GARCH(1, 1) model data is relatively smaller comparing with our non-Gaussian
model.
Unfortunately, in this model, we do not incorporate the factor of negative skew-
ness, since we are still not very sure about the root cause for the negative skewness.
More effort is needed to further develop this simple model. Nevertheless, we believe
that this model has already captured most essential characters observed in the real
financial time series. It has potential application in option pricing.
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